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As I open the Omega Communications Portal, come
with me as we begin today’s session, as we go
within for inspiration, for energy and for information
in whatever way is appropriate for you to receive.
Focus within your body of light and feel yourself
being drawn upward with me into the receiving area
of the Station. This Station that is supported by so
many members of the greater Galactic Councils and
the Beings who are constantly coming to and fro
from the Station, all of them have the intention of
being with Earth and being with you as evolvement
occurs. They oversee and they help, so, are you
coming forward into this space to receive help in
some way? All will be given to you as you need it
and can absorb it, integrating it into your realisations
and everything affects your energy field and
therefore your life in this particular body.
As you focus here in this space, you may feel
change happening around you as the area shifts
and becomes - almost transforming into different
geometric shapes today – which all have a
meaning. We can look up what every geometric
shape kown to us symbolises.

In this state, the geometry goes beyond what we
can identify perhaps because it brings in a different
depth and that different depth in the sacred
geometry allows planes of dimensions to shift. This
is where I withdraw and allow the Light Beings
within the Station to come forward to address you.
.
“Welcome into this space. Orem
addressing you initially again as it is my
role to do that and my presence allows
you the freedom to accept that I
understand you as a conscious Being within the
physical form which is used on Earth today. I
understand you, not from the sense of having been
existing on the planet in the form that you have, but
from the point of view of collecting information and
assessing your energy field when you come into this
space.
It is all part of the positioning here around you, it is
all part of the presentation around you and it is all
part of presenting you into this space and the
manner in which you are drawn into it, allows your
consciousness, your energy field, to absorb what is
around you here.
Always this is to inform you, to enhance you, to clear
away patterns that you no longer need, perhaps
identifying patterns for you to understand that you
do not any longer need. Perhaps the energy around
you here will bring to your attention some pathways
and studies that you have taken into your systems
that you realise are not adequate for you to
comprehend the change in the dimensions affecting
around you. So, as we begin this session you are
already divesting yourself of some of those
extraneous energy systems.
Now begin this aspect of this session with us,
coming with us into an overall area, a space within
the Station, where you can observe very many
Stations, Planets, Vessels as they emerge into the
energy field around planet Earth. As you observe
before you these movements and appearances,
you will also be perceiving the greater energy field
around the Earth which is the aspect of the Earth
Light City.

More of this will become apparent to you as you
expand your senses and you find that different
areas within you are awakened, are initiated,
because there are certain lines of information for
you to follow which relate to the existence of the
Earth Light City and what is to become of it.
You may be recalling what you have been shown in
graphics in some way that have been created.
Remember that many of the creations are coming
through the inspirational visits that artists can bring
forward and therefore creations unfold. This is all
relevant to the particular level that people are
receiving the information on and up until this current
time phase you are in, many of the creations are
beginning to depict the reality of the construction of
the Earth Light City. Remember too, that it is not just
about physical construction and layers of
strengthening type materials or areas to exist in.
Our focus, as we bring your awareness into this, is
upon the actions, the attitude, the receptivity of you
all, the acknowledgement of the energy systems
and how you allow the energy systems to interact
with your personal energy grid – the matrix that you
are and this is multi-dimensional. Even in your
present Earth body you are a multi-dimensional
aspect of Creation.
In these sessions we draw your attention away from
physical structure into this greater energy link up
and the flowingness which is the light body energy
matrix of you here, and of course there are sections
of those which we have referred you to the naming
as nodes and these particular intersections of
energy are in this moment again being adjusted.
The adjustments will be producing different
sensations, some of which you may be
experiencing physically or mentally and perhaps
emotionally, because there is the merging of those
two aspects of you, so as you become aware of
different sensations, then ascertain whether it is
part of the exchange of information through the
connecting nodes of you as an individual with the
Earth Light City energy system, and if it is, then this
will give you some reassurance that it is all
happening as you expect it to occur to help you
facilitate moving into a more conscious sensation of

existing on the Earth but within the Light City
consciousness field.
Our presentations to you always involve the
evolvement and expansion of your awareness and
of your consciousness, that is your knowingness
that you have arrived at a particular intersection in
your journey where all of this information is being
presented to you and there are ones around you
with whom you can share this change in you and
you can share the result of that change, which is to
energise you greatly and to enable the smooth
passageway of you through your experiences in
these dimensions and in and upon the surface of the
planet, or wherever you exist.

You may also be witnessing those who are following
a deep inspiration of this creative flow of energy
from Source Creation. You may also be observing
how that is sometimes changed or used to suit a
person’s process of what they are wanting to
achieve, as a personal goal, as opposed to the
purpose of the overall connectedness and support
for those on the planet willing to learn and expand
and assist the levels on Earth to absorb the Light
City energy. You know, of course, that not all
people are in that state of expanded awareness.

You are now in the phase of using this energy that
you will be experiencing around you presently, to
help you and others. The higher aspects of your
consciousness already know of this, are already
working in this way and of course will be passing
that information into you in such a way that you will
feel compelled to use the energy if it is necessary.
We say again it is something you do not force, but
when you merge within the energy consciousness
state of Source Energy, whatever is required will
flow through you.

Observing around you in this space, you may be
sensing the number of people gathered here – the
groups. You may be sensing the areas of population
in which certain individuals are living. You will also
be aware that in areas upon the planet where there
is no dense population, there are energy systems
being activated, energy which has been entered
within the structure of Earth and as the Earth Light
City expands and draws upon energy, there is a
certain resonating effect with some of these energy
systems that have been installed within different
areas on the planet. There was the indications that
there would maintain open spaces that would not be
heavily populated, so there was careful assessment
before the placement of these energy systems
before the great number of beings evolved on the
planet. There are many of these energy systems,
some would be identified as major and some are
lesser and some are aligned with what you term
portals and many of those were the first to be
initiated as part of the Earth Light City
manifestation, so there is a long term unfoldment for
this energy structure. This is what is being observed
by many of the Beings who have come forward to
witness this and to assist the process and they
come forward from many different dimensions and
planetary systems.

This is time for you to acknowledge the area you
have come into and the understanding, the
realisations, now that you have. Resulting from this,
you will understand more of the patterns that are
present in the interactions with people and you may
be understanding the levels that many of these
people are acting upon.

There is the sense of appreciation and gratitude to
you for your presence and for the efforts you have
made to remember your purpose and to let go of all
resistance to that purpose. In the acknowledgement
of that to you, this again is allowing you to expand
more and to resonate more with many of these
Beings.

The continuation of you experiencing these energy
transmissions does assist the process of
transformation and the activation within you of many
areas which have been prepared and have been
expecting to receive specific activating energy. This
is the time when there are many layers around you
being activated. There are many pockets of
information in you which are presenting to you
another layer of understanding of existence and the
deepening connection of you to the Source Energy
aspect of Creation.

Enjoy this moment when you are supported in their
energy matrix which is around you. If you are
sensing particular Beings then remember this and
you can call upon that linkage to give you further
information individually. [Take time to Feel this ]
With that experience complete I am drawing you
back now to refocus within the receiving transition
space of the Station. It is required of you to focus
within this space and I envelop you all in all overall
sphere of light in this moment, drawing you all into
it – and thus I withdraw. This presentation to you is
complete at this time
Orem out “

Lani back again speaking to you. Thank you, Orem,
for this presentation. It seems a short time, and yet
I am aware of a great experience that has been
shared with you, so as you allow that to be within
your conscious mind now, I also ask you to return to
your physical body.
Each session helps your physical body, as you
allow the energy to do that for you and consciously
draw upon it. Your physical body, of course, is just
an energy system and it has a blueprint and so the
plan, the blueprint, can be modified and enhanced.
There is a wonderful opening available to us all now
and I thank you for being with me on this journey.
Now become aware fully of your surroundings,
bringing yourself back into the absolute present
moment and locality. I trust that you enjoyed this, as
I have enjoyed allowing all of this to come through.
Thank you again and we will connect again for the
next session. I close the Omega Portal for this
particular transmission.
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